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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On February 14, 2013, the above captioned claim came on for a

hearing at Springdale, Arkansas.   A pre-hearing conference was

conducted on December 19, 2012, and a pre-hearing order was filed

on December 19, 2012.   A copy of the pre-hearing order has been

marked Commission's Exhibit No. 1 and made a part of the record

without objection.

At the pre-hearing conference the parties agreed to the

following stipulations:

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of this claim.

2. On all relevant dates, the relationship of employee-

employer-carrier existed between the parties.

By agreement of the parties the issues to litigate are limited

to the following:
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1. Whether the claimant’s left carpal tunnel syndrome is

compensable.

2. Whether the claimant is entitled to related medical for her

alleged left carpal tunnel syndrome.

3. Whether the claimant’s attorney is entitled to an

attorney’s fee.

Claimant’s contentions are:

“It is Claimant’s contention that Claimant
sustained a compensable upper extremity and
wrist injury arising out of and in the course
of employment with the Respondent on or about
9/6/2011.  Claimant contends entitlement to
workers’ compensation benefits as set forth in
the issues response in the Prehearing
Memorandum, and specifically, reasonable,
necessary, and related medical expenses;
temporary total disability benefits;
(reserved); A.C.A. §11-9-505 benefits
(reserved); unpaid future medical benefits
that later become controverted (reserved);
permanent partial/total disability benefits
(reserved) and/or rehabilitation benefits
(reserved); and controverted attorney fees.
All other benefits are reserved under the
Act.”

Respondents’ contentions are:

“Respondents deny that Claimant sustained a
compensable gradual onset left wrist injury on
September 9, 2009.  Claimant fractured her
left wrist over 10 years prior to September 9,
2011 and continued to have problems.
Respondents contend that Claimant’s work on
September 9, 2011 did not cause her wrist
problem, alternatively, the work that day
certainly is not the major cause of her left
wrist problems.”

The claimant, in this matter, is a sixty-three-year-old female

who was employed by the respondent as a production line worker for

over thirty-four years.  The claimant’s job duties included
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physically lifting and hanging raw air conditioning parts on a

production line so that they could be moved into a paint room.  The

claimant alleges that on September 9, 2011, she injured her left

upper extremity due to over use.  On that day, the claimant’s

regular work partner was absent and she was paired with a partner

that was working for the respondent as summer time help.  The

claimant and her partner were tasked with picking up air

conditioner base parts which weighed about twenty-five pounds and

using a hook to hang them on a line.  The claimant and her partner

were to have hung four parts every minute.  In order to accomplish

this task, the partners were on a rotation, wherein one person

would hand a base part to the other who would hang that part on the

line.  The partners would then switch positions every thirty

minutes.

The claimant testified that her partner that day was not able

to perform the job in a proper or timely fashion.  It was her

testimony that his inability to do so caused her to hang all the

parts for four and one half hours.  At the hearing, the claimant

gave testimony about the condition of her left upper extremity

after working that day as well as her interaction about her

difficulties with her supervisor as follows:

“Q.   And so how -- did you then go home that
day?

A.   Well, when I got off work, they shut the
line off at 11:30.  I went over to my locker
and took my gloves off and put my armguards
in, and I looked down at my hand and it was
all swelled up (indicating).  It was hurting
anyway.  It was all swelled up.  And I said,
well, I've got to go see –
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Q.   You're pointing to your left hand?

A.   Yeah.  I went to see -- I said I've got
to go see Gary Curt.  And the ones that was
around me seen my hand.  I said I can't
believe I've done this.

Q.   Who is Gary?

A.   That's the supervisor.

Q.   Why did you want to go see him?

A.   Because when you have an accident, you're
supposed to report it to your supervisor.  And
when I went over to the office, he was not
there.  And I said, well, I don't know what I
was going to do, so I started over to press to
see Duane Hannah, and he was over there in
spot welding – by the spot welding.  He wasn't
in spot welding.  He was by it.

Q.   And what was Duane Hannah's position?

A.   He was on the other side of the paint
line.

Q.   He's another supervisor?

A.   Uh-huh.  I showed him my wrist.  He said,
oh, my.  I said, I hurt it over there, I have
been hanging too long.  He said, oh, my.  He
said, well, the doctor -- company doctor is
not here today.  He said I will make you an
appointment for Monday, and I said okay.  And
so Monday he came over where I was at.  He
looked at it -- it was still swelled up --
Duane did.  He said you got an appointment at
8:30.

Q.   And what's your understanding as to
whether you're supposed to see a company
doctor when you get hurt?

A.   Oh, yeah.

Q.   And what was the condition of your wrist
that weekend?

A.   It hurt all weekend.  I didn't use it.
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Q.   Did you do anything at home to make it
worse?

A.   Oh, no.  There couldn't have been -- no,
no.

Q.   And did you see the doctor on Monday?

A.   Yes, I did.”

Medical records from September 12, 2011, indicate that the

claimant was seen by Dr. Greg Loyd at Rheem Occupational Medical

Clinic.  At Respondents’ Exhibit No. 1, Page 35, a document

entitled “Patient Assessment” is found that was filled out by the

claimant.  The document asked a series of questions and the

claimant responded in writing to those questions as follows:

When did the pain begin?  9-9-11

Did it begin gradually or suddenly? No If
suddenly,  is it the result of an injury. 
   Yes   No.

If result of an injury, describe the injury
Broke wrist a few years ago

If not a result of injury, what do you think
caused your pain? Do not know for sure

Since your pain started is it (circle one)
Worse  Unchanged  Intermittent  Better  NA
(Here the claimant circled Better.)

Please describe your pain in as much detail as
possible: When I turn my hand with a part or
pick-up a part there is pain in my arm between
wrist and elbow 

Do you have any other symptoms such as
numbness, weakness, or “pins and needles”
sensation?  Please describe: None right now
but Friday weakness and a lot of swelling.

The medical report generated by Dr. Loyd is found on the

second to last page of Claimant’s Exhibit No. 1.  At the hearing,
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it was decided that this medical document from Rheem Occupational

Medical Clinic would be identified as Claimant’s Exhibit 1A and a

Rheem Occupational Medical Clinic report dated September 22, 2011,

would be identified as 1B.  However, through error both 1A and 1B

were placed at the end of Claimant’s Exhibit No. 1.

Exhibit 1A dated September 12, 2011, indicates swelling in the

claimant’s left wrist.  The report, in part, states, “My wrist has

always been bothering me but after hanging parts for five hours on

Friday 9/9/11, developed marked pain and swelling.  Better now

after resting over weekend.  Have to hang parts again today 8 pain

when have to twist wrist.”  The report also indicates that the

claimant was already taking anti-inflammatories for another problem

and that the claimant was to wear wrist splints.  The claimant was

also scheduled for a return appointment on September 22, 2011.

At the hearing in this matter, the claimant gave testimony

about her ability to work after her September 12, 2011, visit with

Dr. Loyd as follows:

“Q.   Did he give you an off-work note or send
you to a different doctor?

A.   No.”...

“Q.   And did you go to work?

A.   Yes.

Q.   That day or the next day?

A.   I went right back to work after I -- he
seen me.

Q.   And then what happened the rest of the
week?
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A.   I worked with it all that week until I
could see him the next Monday, and it stayed
swelled and hurt.  It was hard for me to work
that week, because it was -- it hurt.  When I
went back –

Q.   Were you doing your regular job or light
duty that week?

A.   There's no light duty on our line.

Q.   So you go back.  What happened?

A.   I -- I worked the best I could, and some
of it –- some of it -- well, Ashley would help
me or one of the guys would come up and help
me a little bit, but I did my job myself.  I
tried to do it myself, because everybody gets
tired.  We're all the same people.  We all got
the same body.  We work.  We're tired.  It's
just hard for everybody to get up there.

Q.   And you went to the doctor a week later.
Was –- not what he told you, but was he able
to help you?

A.   No.”

Here, the claimant’s testimony is in contrast to that of Jim

Fesperman, the respondent’s employee relations manager, who was

called as a witness by the respondents.  He testified that the

claimant took vacation days on September 13, 14, and 16 which were

the four days following her Monday, September 12, 2011, appointment

with Dr. Loyd.  Upon having had the opportunity at the hearing to

hear and view the testimony and demeanor of Mr. Fesperman, I find

that Mr. Fesperman is a credible witness.

On September 22, 2011, the claimant was again seen at Rheem

Occupational Medicine Clinic.  The medical record indicates that

the claimant’s left wrist is “some” better, although swelling is

still indicated.  The medical record is primarily hand written and
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somewhat difficult to read; however, following is what I have

interpreted as the plan portion of that medical record:

P) cont. anti-inflammatory med-advised to
bring name of med to me to make sure it is
really a NSAA pt. not interested in p.o. or IM
steroids.  Cont to wear splint.  Feels she can
continue to work regular duty back in 2 wks if
persists.

An x-ray of the claimant’s left wrist was also performed at

Cooper Clinic P.A. on September 22, 2011.  Following is a portion

of the radiology report from that x-ray:

“THREE VIEW LEFT WRIST:
There is degenerative narrowing at the 1st

metacarpophalangeal joint and radiocarpal
joint and radiocarpal articulation; There is
no evidence of fracture or dislocation.  No
acute abnormalities are seen.”

On September 27, 2011, the claimant was seen at Cooper Clinic

P.A. Department of Neurology by Dr. Janice M. Keating.  The report

from that visit states: “Chief complaint/reason for consultation:

Memory loss and headaches.”  It appears from the four page medical

report that Dr. Keating did a very thorough examination of the

claimant.  In the physical examination section of the report, Dr.

Keating comments on the claimant’s “skin/extremities” and stated,

“No clubbing, cyanosis or edema.  No significant rashes are noted.”

The report also indicates a recommendation for an MRI of the

claimant’s brain.

At the hearing in this matter, Mr. Fesperman, the respondent’s

employee relations manager, credibly testified that the claimant

took a vacation day on September 27, 2011, which was the day she

saw Dr. Keating.  He also testified that the claimant took twelve
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vacation days during the time span from September 30, 2011, through

October 21, 2011.  At the hearing, Mr. Fesperman gave the following

testimony about an additional leave of absence and the claimant’s

retirement:

“Q.   Did you have a conversation with Ms.
Stapp in September, October of 2011, regarding
her taking a personal leave of absence?

A.   Yes, I did.

Q.   Okay.  Tell us what was said in that
conversation.

A.   Donna came and talked to me and told me
that she was going to retire at the end of
November, that she would like to go on leave
of absence until then, and I agreed to do
that.

Q.   In that conversation, did Ms. Stapp say
anything to you about her left wrist or any
problem with her left wrist?

A.   No, she did not.

Q.   Did Ms. Stapp have sufficient years in at
Rheem to go ahead and retire that day she was
talking to you rather than waiting until the
end of October?

A.   I'm not sure if she had reached her 62nd
birthday at that point.

Q.   Assuming she had reached her 62th
birthday, assuming that your conversation with
her took place after September 16th, which
would have been her 62nd birthday –

A.   Yes.

Q.   -- she could have retired that day if she
wanted to?

A.   Yes, she could have.

Q.   Did she indicate to you why she wanted to
wait until the end of November to retire?
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A.   Yeah.  In our conversation, we talked
about some medical procedures that she was --
had scheduled and she wanted to retire after
those were done.

Q.   So her Rheem group health insurance could
pay for those?

A.   Correct.  Well, I assume that's the
reason.

Q.   And the medical procedures, a brain MRI,
would that have been one of them?  Surgery on
her leg, would that have been another?

A.   I don't recall if she went into specifics
as to what they were.”

The claimant did retire from the respondent company on November 28,

2011.

During the time period after seeing Dr. Loyd on September 22,

2011, and Dr. Keating on September 27, 2011, the claimant was also

seen at Sparks Preferred Clinic in Fort Smith, Arkansas, on October

20, 2011, with complaints of headache, sinus pressure, and

drainage.  The claimant was also seen at Sparks Preferred Clinic on

November 3, 2011, in order to get surgical clearance to have a cyst

removed from her leg by a Dr. Passmore.  Then on November 8, 2011,

the claimant saw Dr. Keating again for follow up regarding her

memory loss and headaches.  The report from that visit, in part,

states, “Results of work up review with patient.  MRI of the brain

showed chronic sinusitis change in the left maxillary sinus.  No

significant brain abnormality was identified.  Laboratory studies

were unremarkable.”  Then on August 16, 2012, the claimant was

again seen at Sparks Preferred Clinic with complaints regarding her

thyroid.  I note that after reviewing all of these medical records,
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they reflect that at no point did the claimant ever complain of any

difficulties with her left upper extremity during any of the many

medical visits she had during this time period.

Medical records introduced by the parties show that the

claimant did not again see a physician about her left upper

extremity difficulties until June 25, 2012, when the claimant saw

Dr. James Kelly.  The claimant’s June 25, 2012, visit was nine

months and three days from her September 22, 2011, recheck with Dr.

Loyd at which time he instructed her “back in 2 wks if persists.”

On June 25, 2012, Dr. Kelly authored a letter to the

claimant’s attorney; however, there is a clerical error in that Dr.

Kelly indicates the claimant’s attorney is “Susan McKeenan” when in

fact the claimant is represented by Ms. Laura McKinnon.  Following

is a portion of that letter regarding Dr. Kelly’s examination of

the claimant:

“I am addressing this letter on Donna Stapp, a
client of yours, referred for evaluation of
the left upper extremity.  She, back
approximately 6 years ago, fell at Rheem
resulting in a fracture of her left wrist.
Her distal radius fracture was treated
conservatively with reduction and casting.
Over time she started developing more pain in
the left wrist and also aching that radiates
up the forearm.  This is aggravated especially
with heavy activity and it is at a point now
that she is not working but if she does
anything around the house, lifting pots, pans,
carrying on regular household duties, it
aggravates the symptoms in her hand.”

The letter further indicates that Dr. Kelly intends to conduct an

EMG/NCV study to evaluate the claimant.
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On August 28, 2012, a report was generated from Southwest

Neurological Institute regarding an EMG/NCV study performed on the

claimant.  Following is the impression section of that report:

“IMPRESSION:

1.  Carpal tunnel syndrome left mild.
2. There is no evidence of a diffuse
neuropathy.”

On September 10, 2012, the claimant was again seen by Dr.

Kelly.  At that time, Dr. Kelly issued a progress report.

Following is a portion of that report:

“Ms. Stapp presents to the office today in
followup for her wrist.  Her EMG/NCV studies
showed carpal tunnel syndrome, which I am not
surprised because she states that she does
have numbness sometimes in the first, second
and third fingers.  Her predominant numbness
is in the fourth and fifth fingers and with an
EMG/NCV study 20% of the time they are normal
with cubital tunnel as well as Guyon’s canal
symptoms, which she has with a positive
Tinel’s over Guyon’s canal.  She also has
numbness in the back of the hand in the ulnar
distribution, which is indicative of cubital
tunnel syndrome.

In light of all of this, I think the best and
reasonable approach would be to do an ulnar
nerve decompression at the elbow as well as
carpal tunnel and Guyon’s canal release....”

On February 5, 2013, Dr. Kelly signed a letter addressed to

Whom It May Concern.  I note that the letter signed by Dr. Kelly

indicates a date of incident “DOI: 9/6/2011" this too appears to be

a clerical error in that the claimant alleges her DOI to be

September 9, 2011.  Following is the body of that letter:

“Based upon some objective medical findings
and within a reasonable degree of medical
certainty, it is my opinion that Donna S.
Stapp sustained a work-related injury on or
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about the above date, which was the major
cause of the patient’s need for medical
treatment and any resulting disability.”

The claimant has asked the Commission to determine whether her

left carpal tunnel syndrome is compensable.  It is clear that the

claimant does have objective medical findings regarding her left

carpal tunnel syndrome as evidenced by the EMG/NCV report dated

August 28, 2012.  The claimant has also been able to demonstrate

objective medical findings in that swelling was reported in Dr.

Loyd’s reports from September 12, 2011, and September 22, 2011.

However, the claimant must also prove a causal connection between

her left carpal tunnel syndrome and the overuse of her left wrist

that she alleges on September 9, 2011.

While the claimant did have some swelling immediately after

the overuse of her left wrist on September 9, 2011, it appears from

Dr. Keating’s thorough medical examination on September 27, 2011,

that there was no edema present in her extremities at that time.

Dr. Keating’s report is strong evidence that the claimant’s left

upper extremity difficulties that developed on September 9, 2011,

had resolved by September 27, 2011.  The claimant also has

difficulties proving a causal connection between her September 9,

2011, incident and her diagnosis of left carpal tunnel in that a

period of nine months and three days past between her September 22,

2011, recheck with Dr. Loyd and the next mention of any left upper

extremity difficulties to any medical provider ON June 25, 2012.

That was the date the claimant first saw Dr. Kelly.  Here, I would

note, that the claimant was seen multiple times by medical
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providers during the nine month and three day period without

mention of her left wrist and was, per Dr. Loyd’s medical record,

instructed to return “back in 2 wks, if persists.”  The claimant

did not return to see Dr. Loyd.

Here, the claimant has specifically asked the Commission to

consider the compensability of her left carpal tunnel syndrome.  It

is the claimant’s burden to prove that it is compensable.  The

claimant is unable to do so.  The claimant was not employed by the

respondent after November 28, 2011, and in the time period from the

alleged overuse incident of September 9, 2011, to her retirement,

the claimant saw doctors multiple times and failed to report any

problems and, in fact, medical records indicate that swelling was

not present at that time.

The claimant did have a compensable left upper extremity

injury on September 12, 2001, when she fractured her left wrist

while employed by the respondent.  In Dr. Kelly’s June 25, 2012,

letter to the claimant’s attorney, he makes note of the wrist

fracture.  Although, again, an error exists.  Dr. Kelly’s medical

report indicates that the fracture occurred “six years ago.”

Instead, the fracture was one month short of being eleven years old

at the time she was examined by Dr. Kelly.  His medical report also

notes that the claimant “complains of numbness in the forth and

fifth finger.”  While his report does note that the claimant

complaints of pain, it does not reflect any swelling.  The

claimant’s medical records from her visits on September 9, 2011,

and September 22, 2011, with Dr. Loyd do not note any numbness or
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tingling, but do note swelling.  The claimant’s symptoms directly

after her September 9, 2011, incident are markedly different from

her June 25, 2012, symptoms except for the presence of pain.

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical

reports, documents, and other matters properly before the

Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the testimony of

the witnesses and to observe their demeanor, the following findings

of fact and conclusions of law are made in accordance with A.C.A.

§11-9-704:

FINDINGS OF FACT & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The stipulations agreed to by the parties at the pre-

hearing conference conducted on December 19, 2012, and contained in

a pre-hearing order filed December 19, 2012, are hereby accepted as

fact.

2. The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that she has compensable left carpal tunnel syndrome.

3. The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that she is entitled to medical treatment for her left

carpal tunnel syndrome.

ORDER

Pursuant to the above findings and conclusions, I have no

alternative but to deny this claim in its entirety.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

_________________________
     ERIC PAUL WELLS
 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE


